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A:  To unfold the carry cot: lift up the interior mattress, then pull the belts

       until the steel bars is locked by the plastic slot.

B:   Use the zipper to connect the interior mattress, foot cover in turns.

C:   Insert the adptors situated on the two sides of carry cot into the holes

       on the both side armrests to fix the carry cot.

D:   To close the handle: press the buttons on the both sides of carry cot

        handle ends and press down the handle to close it.

E:    Lift up the adaptors buttons with finger on both sides and lift up the 

       whole carry cot.

F:   To fold the carry cot: hold the belts and pull towards middle. 



Important Notice:
     Please read the operating instructions carefully before using the product 
and keep these instructions for future reference.
   The instructions will guarantee your right operation and assembly to avoid 
hurting your baby or damaging the product due to incorrect operation. 
If there is a small difference between the object and the picture in the 
instruction, please refer to the material object!
Read below warnings for your baby’s safety.

                                                    CAUTIONS
• Please check if any parts are assembled and fixed well before use.
• Do not let your child climb out from the side arm to stand on the seat.
• Do not use this product on rugged fields, or dangerous area like close 
to fire etc..
• Never use or storage this product in the environment of wet, cold, 
high temperature, and keep away from fire or strong heat source.

                                                MAINTENANCE
• In case of the accident, please check and maintain the stroller regularly.
• The seat can not be soaked wash. Please use soap or the neutral 
detergent to clean.
• Do check if there are any loose screws, broken parts or broken 
stitching lines regularly.
Replace the broken parts when needed.
• Please follow the instructions before assembly.

INSTRUCTION  MANUAL
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13WARNING! Adult assembly is required. Product adjustment must be 
done by children’s carers.
WARNING! Ensure that all the locking devices are engaged before use.
WARNING! Use a harness as soon as your child sit unaided. Keep 
away from fire!
WARNING! Always use the restraint system.
WARNING! Never leave your child unattended.
WARNING! Any load to the handle bar may cause instability of the 
stroller.
WARNING! To avoid injury ensure that your child is kept away when 
unfolding and folding this product.
WARNING! Do not let your child play with this product.
WARNING! This product is not suitable for running or skating.
WARNING! Never lift the stroller up or down stairs or fold the stroller 
when your child is in it.
WARNING! When the seat is turned to lie flat, no more than 25mm 
cotton pad should be added.
WARNING! Do not use replacement parts or accessories not provided 
by the manufacturer.
WARNING! Do not place more than 15KGS in each stroller.
WARNING! Never place more than 5KGS in the storage basket.
WARNING! This product suits for children 0-36 months.
WARNING! Ensure the backrest is in lowest position when use the 
stroller for children under 6 months.
WARNING! Ensure the brake devices are engaged before put children 
in or out the stroller.
WARNING! The front armrest of the stroller can not be used as a handle.
WARNING! In order to avoid harm to children, please keep plastic 
bags and other packaging materials away from children, so as to 
avoid suffocation risk.
WARNING! Please do not use bicycles, motorcycles, cars and other 
traction, so as to avoid danger, resulting in damage to the product.
WARNING! When the children under 6 months use, please adjust 
the backrest angle to the minimum position.
WARNING! When the baby is in the baby carriage, please don't 
move the baby carriage, the stair down or the folding baby carriage.

！ WARNING
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14  Folding and Opening:
A, Folding the canopy first.
B, Pull the two hands on the sides, and put the front armrest down.
C, The seat closed in accordance with figure 8, and then press the folding 
button and push the two unlock button, in accordance with the C -1 slowly 
folding the stroller, until the folding padlock buckle up until.

The adjustment of the handle:
Figure, hands press the handle button, can finish the 3 grade of handle 
adjustment.



Brake function:
A: As shown in Fig. the brake can be braked by pressing the brake 
according to the direction of the arrow;
B: Can brake the pedal according to the direction of the arrow, so the 
brake can be released.

MAIN PARTS NAME

 Canopy 
 
Second lock

Front handrail

Front wheel

Brake

Rear wheel

  Folding fix column

  Swivet lock button

  Handlebar button
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adjusting handle
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Seat reversing function:
First detach the seat as shown in figure 4-B, then install the seat in reverse 
direction according to the steps in figure 4-A until you hear a "Click". The 
sound indicates installation is in place. (detach the seat same as figure 4-B)

Folding and opening:
A: Adjust the handle into folding position. (reduce folding size) 
B: Press the second lock button downward first, and pull the release button 
upward,then press the whole button downward. 
C: Folding the stroller completely until you hear the "click" sound and the
folding hook is fastened. (as figure D)

Footrest adjustment: 
As shown in the figure, move the footrest upward, the desired angle can 
be adjusted. When move the footrest downward, hold the release button 
on two sdies, then adjust the footrest down to the position you want.
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Seat angle adjustment function:
If you pull the button in the direction of the arrow, you can adjust the angle
to the desired angle, and the three angles are adjusted.
Can let the baby more comfortable and have choice to lying or sitting.

Folding hand

Assembling the front handle:
A. As shown, insert the front handrail into the seat hole until the "click" 
sound is shown.
B: Disassemble, press the button and the opposite side of the foot will 
be pulled out of the front handrail.
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 C:Push the button inward according to the picture, and adjust the handle
 into the normal position.
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Assembling the front wheels:
A: As shown, insert the front wheel assembly into the front seat hole 
until you hear the "click" sound and show it opens.
B: Disassemble press the button and the quick release wheels can 
be pulled out.
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Assembling the rear wheels:
A: As shown, insert the rear wheel components into the rear seat hole 
until you hear the "click" sound and show it opens.
(notice: Direction alignment of screw thread)
B: Disassemble rear seat, press the button and the underside of the 
quick release wheels can be pulled out.
Assembling the seat:
A: For example, the seat ends are aimed at the slot in the large joint of 
the frame and inserted down until the "click" sound is heard.
Show that the installation is in place.
B: Take off the seat as shown in the picture. First hold the buttons in two 
sides together, then pull the seat upward to detach the seat.

Assembling the canopy:
A. For example, insert both sides of the canopy into the back rod of the 
seat until the sound of "click" is heard.
Show that it is in place. And push to the bottom.
B: Again, pull up the zipper between the head and the seat.

Attach and detach the bumperbar: 
A. Attached as picture, align bumperbar into the bumperbar connector on
the frame, then push the bumpbar until you hear the “click”, indicates the 
bumperbar is in place. 
B. Detach the bumperbar, push down the release button on both sides of 
the bumperbar, and pull out the bumperbar at the same time.

     Opening the frame:
     A: As shown, first open folding hook, use off.
     B: Pulls the handle, pulls it up quickly until it "click" , and says it opens.
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